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Ghost Content

� A look at some current Specctra "things that go thump 
in the night� And some �Known exorcisms�

� Snowballing  Poly shapes.

� Strange Bends and flow  disruption surprise

� Slow (simple solution) (secret solutions)

� Specctra cannot fully utilize all possible large bga exits (45 
degree routing needed)

� Bus command divorcing pairs. 

� Miter not mitering to meet max allowed, when min rule 
exits as well as max.

� Spif not passing via lengths correctly. 

� Problems with virtual pin application (pair tree�s) ++++
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Progressive routing Principles 
and Application.

�There is no point in having Specctra process 
crosstalk, max/min length, matched length, 
and relative length if it cannot get nearly 
every thing connected .
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SNOWBALLING POLY 
SHAPES

� Watch out for Specctra duplicating positive poly 
shapes if a wire/route/ses file is written then read 
in.

� Steps in do file                  instances of each shape

� read dsn                                                  1

� Write, delete all wires, read                    2

� Write, delete all wires, read                    4

� Write, delete all wires, read                    8

� Write, delete all wires, read                  16    etc. 
etc.

� PCR:793871:SPECCTRA duplicating poly wire and 
windows
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SNOWBALLING POLY 
SHAPES

� Watch for Specctra duplicating positive poly shapes if a 
wire/route/ses file is written then read in.

� These duplicates dramatically slowdown the check and  
auto routing processes in Specctra.

� Import  into Allegro is fixed in 15.2.

�Workaround  =  write,  then unprotect 
poly,  then delete poly,  then read. Works 
with all wire files including read wire 
from bestsave.
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Strange Bends and flow 
disruption surprise

� Accidental regions degrade routing, miter, and trombones!
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Strange Bends and flow 
disruption surprise

� Regions can be useful but must be carefully managed

� All rule areas defined in Allegro for whatever purpose 
migrate into Specctra as regions often on all layers. (15 
is somewhat better)  Regions and rules in rule.do!

� If no special clearance rules are defined they inherit the 
lower priority rules and disrupt things for no good 
reason.

� The boundary of a region creates a new segment for 
each trace that crosses it � one for the rules inside and 
another for the rules outside.

� Routing flow, miter processing and tromboning are 
disrupted.
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Region control 

� Make sure all regions that do NOT have a specific routing 
purpose in Specctra are deleted.

� Make sure that required regions are ONLY present on the layers 
that need them. Example a bga requires special smd to via or 
through hole via  to via clearance

� ONLY a region on the top layer is required for smd clearance.

� And then only if the fanouts are being done in Specctra.

� If done in Allegro fanouts  are protected in Specctra so the 
region is not needed unless we expect specctra to utilize 
vacant via sites in the via array. (a useful case) 
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Region control 

� If we have a set of diff pairs that require a clearance 
reduction in a bga via array.

� If the pairs are constrained to only certain 
layers then the regions are only required on 
those layers and in some cases only in some 
quadrants of the bga via array.

� A similar technique can be applied to multi row connectors 
with the bonus of providing guidance by limiting the region 
definition to avoid wandering around unnecessarily.

� Watch out for Specctra using regions to cheat on wide 
trace power.  Job for region class rule.
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Region control 

� On very congested designs it sometimes is necessary to define 
temporary  clearance rules that will allow access to the bga via
array for the hook up stage in the auto routing.

� Later once Specctra has found the hook up bga channels with 
crosses/clearances down, regions rules are defined and clearance
rules redefined and routing continues.

� Change_width_by_rule  option no_violation  or force option (changes them all)

� Careful  using a temp width in this way because Specctra will not 
necessarily change width with a rule change and has no check for
width violations. Force option with Visual check is recommended.
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Region Improvements 

� The level of disruption seems to have improved a bit over 
the last few revisions.

� Spif is less prone to passing these than it used to be but 
they still can cause trouble. 

� The addition of region net rules, region class rules and 
region class_class rules provides  solutions to some tricky 
problems like the power one, and high voltage special 
clearances that regions on their own messed up on.

� PCR 787963 regions and same net together have 
boundary problem
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Region has a new use 
in version 15

� We will have Specctra popping vias through small planes on the 
signal layers & plowing into these planes with traces!

� How to keep the Swiss  cheese from becoming all hole and no 
cheese? And cut up in unconnected strips?

� Defining a region with brutal clearance via to via, wire max 
stagger, region class_class wire to wire will help avoid �all hole 
and no cheese.�

� We really do need an additional set of clearance rules for 
for poly wires by net (WYSIWYG planes)!
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SLOW 

� VERY DENSE HEAVILY CONSTRAINED DESIGN:

� 4� X 8� Area/EIC=  0.049 sq. in

� Components=2052  SMDs=1915 Pin Count: 10483

� Start vias 15106 (micro and buried)
� MICRO VIAS IN PAD OR TANGENTIAL FOR almost ALL

� During early feasibility experimental placement stage of routing
Specctra running just fine on 1.8 Gig machine

� 10 sec.for dsn load  1 sec. check (type routing) and 5 min for 
early routing passes dropping reasonably.  (ETA 25 -30 hrs)

� Then a some updates & the dsn load dragged out, check (type 
routing)  2 minutes then 5 min. then 8 minutes with the first 
routing to 21 minutes (fanout pass taking 32 min)! (ETA 150 
hrs) 
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-simple 

� VERY DENSE HEAVILY CONSTRAINED DESIGN:

� In startup menu- > more options, click simplify 
polygons

� Or on command line add option �simple

� On this design speed up by 8 to 10 times

� Able to load the design on 0.5 gig unix machines in   finite 
time. (not infinite time)

� Only works on designs with some  shape problems.

� Other undocumented Allegro commands that help!

� set spif_no_plane_windows

� set spif_keepout_for_shapes

� set SPIF_USE_WIRE_KEEPOUT
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SIMPLE
PIECE OF CAKE 

�18 layer Area/EIC=  0.049 sq.in
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large bga exits (45 
degree routing needed)

� Specctra cannot fully utilize all possible large bga exits (45 
degree routing needed)

� This NEED is detailed in my other paper.

Imagine     
2 between!

Miter plus 
turbo 
whatever 
simply does 
NOT do it!
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large bga exits (45 
degree routing needed)

� This NEED is detailed in my other BGA paper.

� Utilization of all exits on ALL layers requires 45 degree
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large bga exits (45 
degree routing needed)

� NO REALLY GOOD SOLUTION IN THE CONTEXT TO AUTO 
ROUTING.

�A lot of manual intervention and cleanup which 
are both very time consuming.

� Run in manual exits & protect for the first stage of routing, if
unprotected these tend to act about as badly as bga fanout 
dogbones when they are unprotected.

� Impact:

�Increased layers (cost or feasibility)

�Increased design time (cost or feasibility)

�Delayed application of new technology 
(2000 to 3000 pin BGA�S)
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Bus command divorcing 
pairs.

� Ever wonder why specctra routed some pair members 
without regard for gap and even on different layers?

�You used the Bus command to get things 
stared, that is the reason. 

If you found it, you did 
so visually, or by 
building a board and 
having it fail 
functionally. There is no 
drc check in Specctra or 
(in Allegro?).
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Bus command divorcing 
pairs.

� Bus    (fast connect in- line pins/vias)

� WARNING DO NOT USE ON DESIGNS 
CONTAINING DIFF PAIRS, OR THAT 
MIGHT IN THE FUTUR HAVE DIFF PAIRS 
DEFINED.

�SPB_15.7:PCR: 804318 Warning or doc -
Bus router not following diff pair rules
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Miter not mitering to 
meet max allowed

� Miter not mitering to meet max allowed, when easy min. 
rule exits as well as max.

� This can be isolated by running 3 tests on the 
same design and do file except:

1. No length rules at all

2. Max. allowed length limited                                     
circuit selected (length 1.05 (type ratio))

3. Max. allowed length limited plus min. required        
circuit selected (length 1.05   0.7 (type ratio))
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Miter not mitering to 
meet max allowed

1. No length rules at all

Note the 
miters are 
pretty good
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Miter not mitering to 
meet max allowed

2. circuit selected (length 1.05 (type 
ratio))

Note the miters 
are still pretty 
good and the 
max. allowed is 
achieved except 
for one.
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Miter not mitering to 
meet max allowed

2. circuit selected (length 1.05   0.7 (type 
ratio))

Note the miters 
are NOT good 
and the max. 
allowed is NOT 
achieved. 
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Miter not mitering to 
meet max allowed

� Miter not mitering to meet max allowed, when easy 
min. rule exits as well as max.

� This was isolated by running 3 tests on the same 
design and do file except:

� If same rules applied to all 3 (after in case of 1.).

1. No length rules at all                      Conflicts  284

2. Max. allowed length limited           Conflicts  298
circuit selected (length 1.05 (type ratio))

3. Max. allowed length limited, plus easy min. 
required                                           Conflicts  345
circuit selected (length 1.05   0.7 (type ratio))
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Miter not mitering         
What to do??

� Turn off the min. rules

� miter,

� then turn on the min. length rules

� and miter again to add delays OR

� Matched lengths rules are ultimately seen 
as max.  & min. so they also need to be 
temporarily off to avoid this problem.

� Ditto for relative length rules.

� PCR P1 700567:Miter observed casually 
seems to work intermittently
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Spif not passing via 
lengths correctly

� Fixed in release 15.5

� In early 15.2, Spif produced a dsn that 
causes Specctra to crash many hours 
into the auto routing process.

� Although the stackup in Allegro had all 
the thickness specified it was not 
passed for all layers.

� Specctra complained bitterly with 
zillions of messages 
"#<<WARNING:>> There is no layer 
thickness data in design file�.
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Spif not passing via 
lengths correctly

� Fixed in release 15.5

� Clearly although the control was set to 
include via length in the length 
calculation Specctra could not do it 
without the layer thickness being 
properly passed in the dsn file. 

� This had several negative effects but 
we can forget about them because it is 
Fixed in release 15.5
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Problems with virtual 
pin application (pair 

tree�s) ++++
� VIRTUAL PINS (RatT�S IN ALLEGRO)

PCR:789165:SPECCTRA routing  Failing 
not moving vp within radius allowed 

PCR 789537 Radius allowed for virtual 
pins NOT in session file

P1- E:783650:15.2:Allegro:virtual pins 
violate T term only rule no check

15.5:P1:784040:Protect all via not 
working on virtual pins

PCR 783650 location of ratT diff to 
virtual pin dynamic off
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Problems with virtual 
pin routing (pair tree�s) 

++++
� VIRTUAL PINS (RatT�S IN ALLEGRO)

PCR 789842 Moving vp within radius 
allowed LEAVING DANGLING

PCR 789543 load specctra virtual pins 
back into Allegro NOT working

The Rat tease workaround to route pair 
trees?
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PAIR TREE�S?
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PAIR TREE�S?

� A pair of sources feeding multiple paired 
loads with matched delay through �Y�
branches to form a tree.

� This is a very effective way to reduce the 
number of escapes required from large 
bgas containing many sources, making an 
orchard of pair trees.

� Suitable locations for the virtual pins are 
generally determined prior to starting the 
routing. 
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PAIR TREE�S or single 
ended tree workaround

� Use Allegro scheduler to define the trees 
including positions of the ratT�s.

� Add a via coincident with each ratT (using 
the same course grid during ratT
positioning and via positioning.

� Give all the ratT�s a property  radius 0.

� Generate a dsn.

� Add �set  dynamic_virtual_pin off� in the 
specctra do file and it will route and load back.
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Progressive routing Principles.

� There is no point in having Specctra worry about crosstalk, 
max/min length, matched length, and relative length if it 
cannot get nearly every thing connected .

� By setting up the do file such that the general rules 
introduced, then route and clean command sequences. 

� Then the crosstalk rules added  followed by some more 
route and clean command sequences.

� Next the max length requirements (including getting the 
matched sets to have as short max. lengths as possible).

� Due to Specctra�s confusion with miter in the presence 
of min. length rules it is best to miter next then 
introduce the min length rules and miter again or try the 
elongate command. 
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Progressive routing Application.

�Do file sequence:

�1. General rules Section:
� PCB  RULES

� CLASS, GROUP, AND FROMTO DEFINITIONS

� USE LAYER RULES

� SELECT VIAS TO BE USED

� SELECT AND COST LAYERS TO BE USED

� PAIRS DEFINITIONS

� Required order definitions

� Via cross and squeeze tax
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Progressive routing Application.

� Do file sequence:

� 2. Route pairs section:

� Select all pairs 

� Route and clean commands as required

� Protect pairs (may be preceded by 
some manual cleanup if required) 
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Progressive routing Application.

� Do file sequence:

� 3. Fanout section

� Protect bga fanout dogbones.

� Avoid protecting other fanouts. 

� 4. General routing for hook up section

� Select all nets for routing.

� Route and clean commands until 
convergence stops.

� If connect the unconnects is used 
(2004 ICU paper) it goes here.
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Progressive routing Application.

� Do file sequence:
� 5. Crosstalk intro. Section

� Introduce parallel, tandem, or max 
voltage crosstalk rules.

� Route and clean commands till 
convergence stops.

� 6. If the special wringer series (2004 
ICU paper) it goes here.

� 7. If the special force crosses out (2004 
ICU paper) it goes here.
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Progressive routing Application.

� Do file sequence:

� 8. max. length allowed rules.

� Introduce max. length allowed rules.

� Route and clean until convergence stops

� 9. Miter section

� Run what ever miter command sequence 
normally used.

� Introduce min. length rules.

� Run what ever miter command sequence 
normally used.
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Progressive routing Advantages.

� If there is a problem it is very much 
easier to isolate and resolve.

� When engineering changes are applied if 
the progressive do file sequence that 
previously ran to an acceptable 
completion (could be cleaned up in a 
reasonable time), then any problems 
introduced by the change are quite 
evident and a solution can be found.
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Progressive routing Advantages.

� Specctra�s basic principle of iterative 
convergence responds very well to this 
methodology.

� The double miter with min. lengths 
introduced between miter sequences 
avoids the problem with min length rules.

� Of all the conflicts/violations that could 
be left for clean up, adding length to some 
less than min. length required are the 
easiest.
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Progressive routing Advantages.

� This is possible due to fact that 
SPIF creates a .dsn file and a 
separate rule do file. Rather than 
apply the rules do at the 
beginning the appropriate 
sections can be copied into the 
main routing do file  distributed 
in the sections to achieve 
progressive routing.
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Bye

If no more questions then

ME


